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Abstract: It seems to be accepted that intelligence—artificial or otherwise—and ‘the singularity’ are
inseparable concepts: ‘The singularity’ will apparently arise from AI reaching a, supposedly particular,
but actually poorly-defined, level of sophistication; and an empowered combination of hardware
and software will take it from there (and take over from us). However, such wisdom and debate
are simplistic in a number of ways: firstly, this is a poor definition of the singularity; secondly,
it muddles various notions of intelligence; thirdly, competing arguments are rarely based on shared
axioms, so are frequently pointless; fourthly, our models for trying to discuss these concepts at all
are often inconsistent; and finally, our attempts at describing any ‘post-singularity’ world are almost
always limited by anthropomorphism. In all of these respects, professional ‘futurists’ often appear as
confused as storytellers who, through freer licence, may conceivably have the clearer view: perhaps
then, that becomes a reasonable place to start. There is no attempt in this paper to propose, or
evaluate, any research hypothesis; rather simply to challenge conventions. Using examples from
science fiction to illustrate various assumptions behind the AI/singularity debate, this essay seeks to
encourage discussion on a number of possible futures based on different underlying metaphysical
philosophies. Although properly grounded in science, it eventually looks beyond the technology for
answers and, ultimately, beyond the Earth itself.
Keywords: futurism and futurology; hard science fiction; artificial intelligence; models of
consciousness; intelligent machines; machine replication; machine evolution and optimization;
technological singularity

1. Introduction: Problems with ‘Futurology’
This paper will irritate some from the outset by treating ‘serious’ academic researchers,
professional ‘futurists’ and science fiction writers as largely inhabiting the same techno-creative space.
Perhaps, for these purposes, our notion of science fiction might be better narrowed to ‘hard’ sci-fi (i.e.,
that with a supposedly realistic edge) loosely set somewhere in humanity’s (rather than anyone else’s)
future; but, that aside, the alignment is intentional, and no apology is offered for it.
Moreover, it is justified to a considerable extent: purveyors of hard future-based sci-fi and
professional futurism have much in common. They both have their work (their credibility) judged in
the here-and-now by known theory and, retrospectively, by empirical evidence. In fact, there may be a
greater gulf between (for example) the academic and commercial futurist than between either of them
and the sci-fi writer. Whereas the professional futurists may have their objectives set by technological
or economic imperatives, the storyteller is free to use a scientific premise of their choosing as a blank
canvas for any wider social, ethical, moral, political, legal, environmental or demographic discussion.
This 360◦ view is becoming increasingly essential: asking technologists their view on the future of
technology makes sense; asking their opinions regarding its wider impact may not.
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1.1. Futurology ‘Success’
Therefore, for our purposes, we define an alternative role, that of ‘futurologist’ to be any of these,
whatever their technical or creative background or motivation may be. A futurologist’s predictive
success (or accuracy) may be loosely assessed by their performance across three broad categories:
positives, false positives and negatives, defined as follows:

•
•
•

Positives: predictions that have (to a greater or lesser extent) come to pass within any suggested
time frame [the futurologist predicted it and it happened];
False positives: predictions that have failed to transpire or have only done so in limited form or
well beyond a suggested time frame [the futurologist predicted it but it didn’t happen];
Negatives: events or developments either completely unforeseen within the time frame or implied
considerably out of context [the futurologist didn’t see it coming].

Obviously, these terms are vague and subject to overlap, but they are for discussion only: there
will be no attempt to quantify them here as metrics. (However, see [1] for an informal attempt at
doing just this!) Related to these is the concept of justification: the presence (or otherwise) of a
coherent argument to support predictions. Justification may be described not merely by its presence,
partial (perhaps unconvincing) presence or absence but also by its form or nature; purely scientific,
for example, or based on wider social, economic, legal, etc. grounds. The ideal would be a set of
predictions with high accuracy (perhaps loosely the ratio of positives to false positives and negatives)
together with strong justification. The real world, however is never that simple. Although unjustified
predictions might be considered merely guesses, some guesses are lucky: another reason why the
outcomes of factual and fictional writing may not be so diverse. Finally, assessment of prediction
accuracy and justification rarely happen together. Predictions made now can be considered for their
justification but not their accuracy: that can only be known later. Predictions made in the past can have
their positives and negatives scrutinised in detail but their justification has been made, by the passage
of time and the comfort of certainty, less germane.
This flexible assessment of accuracy (positives, false positives and negatives) and justification can
be applied to any attempt at futurology, whatever its intent: to inform, entertain or both. We start then
with one of the best known examples of all.
Star Trek [2,3] made its TV debut in 1966. Although five decades have now passed, we are still
over two centuries from its generally assumed setting in time. This makes most aspects of assessment
of its futurology troublesome but, as a snapshot exercise/example in the here-and-now, we can try:

•

•

•
•

Positives: (as of 2018) voice interface computers, tricorders (now in the form of mobile phones),
Bluetooth headsets, in-vision/hands-free displays, portable memory units (now disks, USB
sticks, etc.), GPS, tractor beams and cloaking devices (in limited form), tablet computers, automatic
doors, large-screen/touch displays, universal translators, teleconferencing, transhumanist bodily
enhancement (bionic eyes for the blind, etc.), biometric health and identity data, diagnostic
hospital beds [4];
False Positives: (to date) replicators (expected to move slowly to positive in future?) warp drives
and matter-antimatter power, transporters, holodecks (slowly moving to positive?), the moneyless
society, human colonization of other planets [5];
Negatives: (already) The Internet? The Internet of Things? Body Area Networks (BANs)? Personal
Area Networks (PANs)? Universal connectivity and coverage? [6] (but all disputed [7]);
Justification: pseudo-scientific-technological in part but with social, ethical, political, environmental
and demographic elements?

A similar exercise can be (indeed, informally has been) attempted with other well-known sci-fi
favourites such as Back to the Future [8] and Star Wars [9] or, with the added complexity of insincerity,
Red Dwarf [10].
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1.2. Futurology ‘Failure’
In Star Trek’s case, the interesting, and contentious, category is the negatives. Did it really fail to
predict modern, and still evolving, networking technology? Is there no Internet in Star Trek? There are
certainly those who would defend it against such claims [11] but such arguments generally take the
form of noting secondary technology that could imply a pervasive global (or universal) communications
network: there is no first-hand reference point anywhere. The ship’s computer, for example, clearly has
access to a vast knowledge base but this always appears to be held locally. Communication is almost
always point-to-point (or a combination of such connections) and any notion of distributed processing
or resources is missing. Moreover, in many scenes, there is a plot-centred (clearly intentional) sense
of isolation experienced by its characters, which is incompatible with today’s understanding and
acceptance of a ubiquitous Internet: on that basis alone, it is unlikely that its writers intended to
suggest one.
This point regarding (overlooking) ‘negatives’ may be more powerfully made by considering
another sci-fi classic. Michael Moorcock’s Dancers at the End of Time trilogy [12] was first published in
full in 1976 and has been described as “one of the great postwar English fantasies” [13]. It describes an Earth
millions of years into the future in which virtually anything is possible. Through personal ‘power rings’,
its cast of decadent eccentrics have access to almost limitless capability from technology established in
the distant past by long-lost generations of scientists. As the hidden technology consumes vast, remote
stellar regions for its energy, the inhabitants of this new world can create life and cheat death. It is an
excellent example of the use of a simple sci-fi premise as a starting point for a wider social and moral
discussion. Setting the scene takes just a few pages but then it gets interesting: how do people behave in a
world where anything is possible?
Yet, there is no Internet; or even anything much by way of mobile technology. If ‘The Dancers’
want to observe what might be happening on the other side of the planet, they use their power rings to
create a plane (or a flying train) and go there at high speed: fun, perhaps, but hardly efficient! A mere
two decades before the Internet became a reality for most people in the developed world, Moorcock’s
vision of an ultimately advanced technological civilization did not include such a concept.
Of course, many writers from E.M. Forster (in 1928) [14], through Will Jenkins (1946) [15], to Isaac
Asimov (1957) [16], even Mark Twain (much earlier in 1898) [17], have described technology with
Internet-like characteristics so there can be no concluding that imagining any particular scientific
innovation is necessarily impossible. However each of these, whilst pointing the way in this particular
respect to varying degrees, are significantly adrift in other areas. In some there is an archaic reliance
on existing equipment; in others, a network of sorts but no computers. Douglas Adams’s Hitchhiker’s
Guide to the Galaxy (1978) [18] is a universal knowledge base without a network. There is no piece of
futurology from more than two or three decades ago which portrays the current world particularly
accurately in even most, let alone all, respects. Not only does technological advancement have too
many individual threads, the interaction between them is hugely complex.
This is not a failing of fiction writers only. To give just one example, in 1977, Ken Olsen, founder
and CEO of DEC [19], made an oft-misapplied statement, “there is no reason for any individual to
have a computer in his home”. A favourite of introductory college computing modules, supposedly
highlighting the difficulty in keeping pace with rapid change in computing technology, it appears
foolish at a time when personal computers were already under development, including in his own
laboratories. The quote is out of context, of course, and applies to Olsen’s scepticism regarding
fully-automated assistive home technology systems (climate control, security, cooking food, etc.) [20].
However, as precisely these technologies gain traction, there may be little doubt that, if he stands
unfairly accused of being wrong in one respect, time will inevitably prove him so in another. This
form of ‘it won’t happen’ prediction (but it then does) can be considered simply as an extension of the
negatives category for futurology success or, if necessary, as an additional false negatives set; but this
would digress this discussion unnecessarily at this point.
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Therefore, the headline conclusion of this introduction is, of course, the somewhat obvious
‘futurology is difficult’ [21]. However, there are three essential, albeit intersecting, components of this
observation, which we can take forward as the discussion shifts towards the eponymous technological
singularity:

•

•

•

Advances in various technologies do not happen independently or in isolation: Prophesying the progress
made by artificial intelligence in ten years’ time may be challenging; similarly, the various
states-of-the art in robotics, personal communications, the Internet of Things and big data analytics
are difficult to predict with much confidence. However, combine all these and the problem
becomes far worse. Visioning an ‘always-on’, fully-connected, fully-automated world driven by
integrated data and machine intelligence superior to ours is next to impossible;
A dominant technological development can have a particularly unforeseen influence on many others:
Moorcock’s technological paradise may look fairly silly with no Internet but the ‘big thing that
we’re not yet seeing’ is an ever-present hazard to futurologists. As we approach (the possibility
of) the singularity, what else (currently concealed) may arise to undermine the best intentioned
of forecasts?
Technological development has wider influences and repercussions than merely the technology: Technology
does not emerge or exist in a vacuum: its development is often driven by social or economic
need and it then has to take its place in the human world. We produce it but it then changes us.
Wider questions of ethics, morality, politics and law may be restricting or accelerating influences
but they most certainly cannot be dismissed as irrelevant.

These elements have to remain in permanent focus as we move on to the main business of
this paper.
2. Problems with Axioms, Definitions and Models
Having irritated some traditional academics at the start of the previous section, we begin this one
in a similar vein: by quoting Wikipedia [22].
“The technological singularity (also, simply, the singularity) [23] is the hypothesis that the invention
of artificial superintelligence will abruptly trigger runaway technological growth, resulting in
unfathomable changes to human civilization [24]. According to this hypothesis, an upgradable
intelligent agent (such as a computer running software-based artificial general intelligence) would
enter a “runaway reaction” of self-improvement cycles, with each new and more intelligent generation
appearing more and more rapidly, causing an intelligence explosion and resulting in a powerful
superintelligence that would, qualitatively, far surpass all human intelligence. Stanislaw Ulam reports
a discussion with John von Neumann “centered on the accelerating progress of technology and changes
in the mode of human life, which gives the appearance of approaching some essential singularity
in the history of the race beyond which human affairs, as we know them, could not continue” [25].
Subsequent authors have echoed this viewpoint [22,26]. I. J. Good’s “intelligence explosion” model
predicts that a future superintelligence will trigger a singularity [27]. Emeritus professor of computer
science at San Diego State University and science fiction author Vernor Vinge said in his 1993
essay The Coming Technological Singularity that this would signal the end of the human era, as
the new superintelligence would continue to upgrade itself and would advance technologically at an
incomprehensible rate [27].
At the 2012 Singularity Summit, Stuart Armstrong did a study of artificial general intelligence (AGI)
predictions by experts and found a wide range of predicted dates, with a median value of 2040 [28].
Many notable personalities, including Stephen Hawking and Elon Musk, consider the uncontrolled
rise of artificial intelligence as a matter of alarm and concern for humanity’s future [29,30].
The consequences of the singularity and its potential benefit or harm to the human race have been
hotly debated by various intellectual circles.”
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Informal as much of this is, it provides a useful platform for discussion and, although there may be
more credible research bases, no single source will be the consensus of such a large body of opinion: in
this sense, it can be argued to represent at least the common view of the Technological Singularity (TS).
Once again, we see sci-fi suggestions of the TS (Vinge) pre-dating academic discussions (Kurzweil [31])
and consideration of the wider social, economic, political and ethical impact also follows close behind:
these various dimensions cannot be considered in isolation; or, at least, should not be.
2.1. What Defines the ‘Singularity’?
However, before embarking on a discussion of what the TS actually is, if it might happen, how
it might take place and what the implications could be, a more fundamental question merits at least
passing consideration: is the TS really a ‘singularity’ at all?
This is not an entirely simple question to answer. Different academic subjects, from various fields
in mathematics, through the natural sciences, to emerging technologies have their own concept of
a ‘singularity’ with most dictionary definitions imprecisely straddling several of them. Sci-fi [27]
continues to contribute in its own fashion. However, a common theme is the notion of the rules,
formulae, behaviour or understanding of any system breaking down or not being applicable at the
point of singularity. (‘We understand how the system works everywhere except here’) A black hole is a
singularity in space-time: the conventional laws of physics fail as gravitational forces become infinite
(albeit infinitely slowly as we approach it). The function y = 1/x has a singularity at x = 0: it has no
(conventional) value. On this basis, is the point in our future, loosely understood to be that at which
machines start to evolve by themselves, really a singularity? To put it another way, does it suggest the
sort of discontinuity most definitions of a singularity imply?
It may not. Whilst there may be little argument with there being a period of great uncertainty
following on from the TS, including huge questions regarding what the machines might do or how
long (or just how) humans, or the planet, might survive [31], it is not clear that the TS marks an
impassable break in our timeline. It is absolutely unknown what happens to material that enters a
black hole; it may appear in some other form elsewhere in the universe but that is entirely speculative:
there is no other side, of which we know. The y = 1/x curve can be followed smoothly towards x = 0
from either (positive or negative) direction but there is no passing continuously through to the other.
However, at the risk of facetiousness, if we go to bed one night and the TS occurs while we sleep,
we will still most likely wake up the following morning. The world may indeed have become a very
different place but it will probably continue, for a while at least. It is possible that we sometimes
confuse ‘uncertainty’ with ‘discontinuity’ so perhaps ‘singularity’ is not an entirely appropriate term?
Returning, to less abstract matters, we attempt to consider what the TS might actually be.
Immediately, this draws us into difficulty as we begin to note that most definitions, including the
Wikipedia consensus, conflate different concepts:

•

•

•

Process-based: (forward-looking) We have a model of what technological developments are
required. When each emerges and combines with the others, the TS should happen: ‘The TS will
occur when . . . ’; [This can also be considered as a ‘white box’ definition: we have an idea of how
the TS might come about];
Results-based: (backward-looking) We have a certain outcome or expectation of the TS. The TS
has arrived when technology passes some test: ‘The TS will have occurred when . . . ’; [Also a
‘black box’ definition: we have a notion of functionality but not (necessarily) operation];
Heuristic: (‘rule-of-thumb’, related models) Certain developments in technology, some themselves
defined better than others, will continue along (or alongside) the road towards the TS and may
contribute, directly or indirectly, to it: ‘The TS will occur as . . . ’; [Perhaps a ‘grey box’ definition?].

Figure 1 attempts to distil these overlapping principles in relation to the TS. Towards the left of the
diagram, more is understood (with clearer, concrete definitions) and more likely to achieve consensus
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among futurologists. Towards the right, concepts become more abstract, with looser definitions and
less agreement.
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Figure 1. Combined (but simplified) models of the technological singularity. TS, Technological
Figure 1. Combined (but simplified) models of the technological singularity. TS, Technological Singularity.
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and sustainable then either the supply of materials has to be similarly seamless or the production
hardware must somehow be able to source its own. Neither option is in sight presently.
[Replication] Fully integrating automated design with production is decidedly non-trivial.
Although there are numerous examples of production lines employing various types of feedback,
to correct and improve performance, this is far short of the concept of taking a final product
design produced by software and immediately implementing it to hardware. Often, machinery
has to be reset to implement each new design or human intervention is necessary in some other
form. Whilst 1 and 2 require considerable technological advance, this may ask for something
more akin to a human ‘leap of faith’.
[Evolution] Finally, if 1, 2 and 3 were to be checked off at some point in the future (not theoretically
impossible), the transition from static replication to a chain of improvements across subsequent
iterations requires a further ingredient: the guiding environment, or purpose, required for evolution
across generations. Where would this come from? Suppose it requires some extra program code
or an adjustment to the production hardware to produce the necessary improvement at each
generation, how would (even could) such a decision be taken and what would be the motivation
(of the hardware and software) for taking it? Couched in terms of an optimization problem [38],
what would the objective function be and where would the responsibility lie to improve it?

Although consideration of 4 does indeed appear to lead us back to some notion of intelligence,
which is why the heuristic (grey box) definition of the TS associated with AI or AGI is not outright
wrong, it is simply unhelpful in any practical sense. Exactly what level of what measurement of
intelligence would be necessary for a self-replicating system to effect improvement across generations?
It remains unclear. Having broken a process-based TS down into its constituents, however, it does
suggest an alternative definition.
Because a results-based (black box) definition of the TS could be something much easier to come to
terms with. For example, we might understand it to be the point at which a 3D printer autonomously
creates an identical version of itself. Then, presumably, with some extra lines of code, it creates
a marginally better version. This superior offspring has perhaps slightly better hardware features
(precision, control, power, features or capabilities) and improved software (possibly viewed in terms of
its ‘operating system’). As the child becomes a parent, further hardware and software enhancements
follow and the evolutionary process is underway. Even here we could dispute the exact point of the TS
but it is clearly framed somewhere in the journey from the initial parent, through its extra code, to the
first child. ‘Intelligence’ has not been mentioned.
The practical objections above still remain, of course. We can perhaps ignore 1 [Design] by
reminding ourselves that this is a black box definition: we can simply claim to recognize when the
outcomes have satisfied our requirements. Similarly 2 [Production] might be overlooked but it does
suggest that the 3D printer might have to have an independent/autonomous supply network of (not
just present but all possible future) materials required: very challenging, arguably non-deterministic;
the alternative, though, might be that the device has to be mobile, allowing it to source or forage for its
needs! Finally, although we can use the black box defence against being able to describe 3 [Replication]
in detail, the difficult question of 4 [Evolution] remains: Why would the printer want to do this? Therefore,
this might bring us back to intelligence after all; or does it?
Because, if we are forced to deal with intelligence as a driver towards the TS (even if only to
attempt to answer the question of whether it is even required), we encounter a similar problem in what
may be a recurring pattern: we have very little idea (understanding or agreement) on what ‘intelligence’
is ether, which takes us to the next section.
3. Further Problems with ‘Thinking’, ‘Intelligence’, ‘Consciousness’, General Metaphysics and
‘The Singularity’
The irregular notion of an intelligent machine is found in literature long before academic non-fiction.
Although it may stretch definitions of ‘sci-fi’, Talos [39] appears in stories dating back to the third
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century BC. A giant bronze automaton, patrolling the shores of Europa (Crete), he appears to have
many of the attributes we would expect of an intelligent machine. Narratives vary somewhat but most
describe him as of essentially non-biological origin. Many other examples follow over the centuries
with Mary Shelley’s monster [40] being one of the best known: Dr. Frankenstein’s creation, however, is
the result of (albeit corrupted) natural science. These different versions of (‘natural’ or ‘unnatural’)
‘life’ or ‘intelligence’ continue apace into the 21st century, of course [41–44], but, by the time Alan
Turing [45] asked, in 1950, whether such things were possible in practice, sci-fi had already given
copious judgement in theory.
How important is this difference between ‘natural’ and ‘unnatural’ life? Is it the same as the
distinction between ‘artificial’ and ‘real’ intelligence? Who decides what is natural and unnatural
anyway? (The concepts of ‘self-awareness’ and ‘consciousness’ are discussed later.) As Turing pointed
out tangentially in his response to ‘The Theological Objection [45], this may not be a question we have
the right, or ability, to make abstract judgements on. (To paraphrase his entirely atheist argument:
‘even if there were a God, who are we to tell Him what he can and cannot do?’) However, even in
the title of this seminal work (‘Computing Machinery and Intelligence’), followed by his opening
sentence (‘I propose to consider the question, “Can machines think?”’), he has apparently already decided
that ‘thinking’ and ‘intelligence’ are the same thing. Although he immediately follows this with an
admission that precise definitions are problematic, whether this equivalence should be regarded is
axiomatic is debatable.
3.1. ‘Thinking’ Machines
However, something that Turing [45] forecasts with unquestionable accuracy is that, ‘I believe that
at the end of the century the use of words and general educated opinion will have altered so much that one will be
able to speak of machines thinking without expecting to be contradicted’. It cannot be denied that today we
do just this (and have done for some time): at the very least, a computer is ‘thinking’ while we await
its response. It might be argued that the use of the word in this context describes merely the delay, or
even that it has some associated irony attached, but we still do it, even if we do not give any thought
to what it means. Leaving aside his almost universally misunderstood ‘Imitation Game’ (‘Turing Test’:
see later) discussion, in this the simplest of predictions, Turing was right.
(His next sentence is then often overlooked: ‘I believe further that no useful purpose is served by
concealing these beliefs. The popular view that scientists proceed inexorably from well-established fact to
well-established fact, never being influenced by any improved conjecture, is quite mistaken. Provided it is made
clear which are proved facts and which are conjectures, no harm can result. Conjectures are of great importance
since they suggest useful lines of research.’ This very much supports the guiding principles of this paper:
so long as we can recognize the difference between science-fact and anything short of this, conjecture,
and even fiction, have value in promoting discussion. Perhaps the only real difference between the
sci-fi writer and the professional futurist is that the latter expect us to believe them?)
3.2. ‘Intelligent’ Machines
Therefore, if ‘thinking’ is a word used too loosely to have much value, what of the perhaps stronger
‘intelligence’? Once again, the dictionary is of little help, confusing several clearly different concepts.
‘Intelligence’, depending on the context, implies a capacity for: learning, logic, problem-solving, reasoning,
creativity, emotion, consciousness or self-awareness. That these are hardly comparable is more than
abstract semantics: does ‘intelligent’ simply suggest ‘good at something’ (number-crunching, for
example) or is it meant to imply ‘human-like’? By some of these definitions, a pocket-calculator is
intelligent, a chess program more so. However, by others, a fully-automated humanoid robot, faster,
stronger and superior to its creators in every way would not be if it lacked consciousness and/or
self-awareness [46]. What is meant (in Star Trek, for example) by frequent references to ‘intelligent
life’? Is this tautological or are there forms of life lacking intelligence? (After all, we often say this
of people we lack respect for.) Are the algorithms that forecast the weather or run our economies
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intelligent? (They do things with a level of precision that we cannot.) If intelligence can be anything
from simple learning to full self-awareness, at which point does AI become AGI, or perhaps ‘artificial’
intelligence become ‘real’ intelligence. There sometimes seem to be as many opinions as there are
academics/researchers. And, once again, we return to what increasingly looks to be a poorly framed
question: how much ‘intelligence’ is necessary for the TS?
Perhaps tellingly, Turing himself [45] made no attempt to define intelligence, either at human or
machine level. In fact, with respect to the latter, accepting his conflation of intelligence with thought, he
effectively dismisses the question: he precedes his ‘end of the century’ prediction above by, ‘The original
question, “Can machines think?” I believe to be too meaningless to deserve discussion.’ Instead, he proposes
his, widely quoted but almost as widely misunderstood, ‘Imitation Game’, eventually to become known
as the ‘Turing Test’. A human ‘interrogator’ is in separate, remote communication with both a machine
and another human and, through posing questions and considering their responses, has to decide
which is which. It probably makes little difference whether either is allowed to lie. (Clearly then
something akin to ‘intellectually human-like’ is thus being suggested as intelligence here.) In principle,
if the interrogator simply cannot decide (or makes the wrong decision as often as the right one) then
the machine has ‘won’ the game.
Whatever the thoughts of sci-fi over the decades [47,48] might be, this form of absolute victory
was not considered by Turing in 1950. Instead he made a simple (and quite possibly off-the-cuff)
prediction that ‘I believe that in about fifty years’ time it will be possible, to programme computers, . . . , to
make them play the imitation game so well that an average interrogator will not have more than 70 per cent
chance of making the right identification after five minutes of questioning.’ Today’s reports [49] of software
‘passing the Turing Test’ because at least four people out of ten chose wrongly in a one-off experiment
are a poor reflection on this original discussion. We should also consider that the sophistication of the
interrogators and their questioning may well increase over time: both pocket calculators and chess
machines seemed unthinkable shortly before they successfully appeared but are now mainstream.
However, the key point regarding this formulation of an ‘intelligence test’ is that it is only
loosely based on knowledge. No human knows nothing but some know more than others. Similarly,
programming a computer with knowledge bases of various sizes is trivial. The issue for the interrogator
is to attempt to discriminate on the basis of how that knowledge is manipulated and presented.
‘Q. What did Henry VIII die from’; ‘A. Syphilis’, requires a simple look-up but ‘Q. Name a British
monarch who died from a sexually transmitted disease’, is more complex since neither the king nor
the illness is mentioned in the original question/answer. As a slightly different illustration, asking for
interpretations of the signs, ‘Safety hats must be worn’, and ‘Dogs must be carried’, is challenging:
although syntactically similar, their regulatory expectations are very different.
3.3. ‘Adaptable’ Machines
This, in turn, leads us to the concept of adaptability, often mooted in relation to intelligence, by
both human-centric and AI researchers. Some even take this further to the point of using it to define
‘genius’ [50]. The argument is that what an entity knows is less important than how it uses it, particularly
in dealing with situations where that knowledge has to be applied in a different context to that in
which it was learned. This relates well to the preceding paragraph and perhaps has a ring of truth in
assessing the intelligence of humans or even other animals; but what of AI? What does adaptability
look like in a machine?
In fact, this is very difficult and rests squarely on what we think might happen as machines
approach, then evolve through, the TS. If our current models of software running on hardware (as
separate entities) survive, then adaptability may simply be the modification of database queries
to analyse existing knowledge in new ways or an extension to existing algorithms to perform
other tasks. Thus, in a strictly evolutionary sense, it may, for example, be sufficient for one generation
to autonomously acquire better software in order to effect hardware improvements in the next.
This is essentially a question of extra code being written, which is becoming simple enough, even
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automatically [51], if we (again) put aside the question of what the machine’s motivation would be to
do this.
All these approaches to machine ‘improvement’, however, remain essentially under
human control. If, in contrast, adaptability in AI or machine terms implies fundamental changes to
how that machine actually operates (perhaps, but not necessarily, within the same generation), or
we expect the required ‘motivation for improvement’ to be somehow embedded in this evolutionary
process, then this is entirely different, and may well have to appear independently. The same
conceptual difficulty arises if we look to machines in which hardware and software are merged
into an inseparable operational unit, as they appear to be in our human brains [52]. If the future has
machines such as this: machines that have somehow passed over a critical evolutionary boundary,
beyond anything we have either built or programmed into them, then something very significant
indeed will have happened. What might cause this? To an extent, our accepted framework within
which machines/computers operate may have been replaced by something conceptually beyond
our control (possibly our understanding), one of the deeper concerns regarding the TS. However,
where would this come from? Well, there may be numerous possibilities, so this is by no means an
irrefutable logical progression we follow now but, having postponed the discussion to this point, it
seems appropriate to deal with ‘consciousness’ or ‘self-awareness’.
3.4. ‘Conscious’ Machines
Not all writers and academics, from neuroscientists to philosophers [53], consider these terms
entirely synonymous but the distinction is outside the scope of this paper. However, whether
consciousness necessarily implies intelligence, particularly how that might play out in practice, is
certainly contentious and returning to sci-fi illustrates this point well. If, only temporarily, we follow a
(largely unproven) line of reasoning that consciousness is related to ‘brain’ size, that is if we create
sufficiently complex hardware or software then sentience emerges naturally, then, rather than look to
stand-alone machines or even arrays of supercomputers, our first sight of such a phenomenon would
presumably come from the single largest (and most complex) thing that humanity has ever created:
the Internet. Whilst, in this context, Terminator’s ‘Skynet’ [54] is well known, the considerable variants
on this theme are best illustrated by two lesser-known novels.
Robert J. Sawyer’s WWW Trilogy [41–43] describes the emergence of ‘Webmind’, an AI apparently
made from discarded network packets endlessly circling the Internet topology. Leaving aside the
question of whether the ‘time-to-live’ field [55] typically to be found in such packets might be
expected to clear such debris, the story suggests an interesting framework for emergent consciousness
based purely on software. Sawyer loosely suggests that a large enough number of such packets,
interacting in the nature of cellular automata [42] would eventually achieve sentience. For any real
evidence we have to the contrary, perhaps they could; there is nothing fundamentally objectionable in
Sawyer’s pseudo-science.
However, Webmind exhibits an equally serious problem we often observe in trying to discuss
AI, probably AGI, in fact, or any post-TS autonomous computer or machine: the tendency to be
unrealistically anthropocentric, or worse. In WWW, not only is Webmind intelligent by any reasonable
definition, it is also almost limitlessly powerful. Once it has mastered its abilities, it is quickly able
to ‘do good’ as it sees it, partially guided by a (young) human companion. It begins by eliminating
electronic spam, then finds a cure for cancer and finally overthrows the Chinese government. It would
remain to be seen, of course, quite how ‘good’ any all-powerful AI would really regard each of
these objectives. At best, the first is merely a high-level feature of human/society, the second would
presumably improve human lives but the overall balance of nature is unknown (even if the AI would
really care much about that) and the last is the opinion of a financially-comfortable, liberally-minded
western author: not all humans would necessarily share this view, let alone an emergent intelligence!
Frankly, whatever A(G)I may perceive its raison d’être to be, it is unlikely to be this!
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In marked contrast, in the novel, Conscious, Vic Grout’s ‘It’ [44], far from being software running
on the Internet, is simply the Internet itself. The global combination of the Internet and its supporting
power networks have reached such a level of scale and connection density, they automatically acquire
an internal control imperative and begin behaving as a (nascent form of) independent ‘brain’. Hardware
and software appear to be working inseparably: although its signals can be observed, they emanate
from nowhere other than the hardware devices and connections themselves. Humans have supplied all
this hardware, of course, and although, initially, It works primitively with human software protocols,
these are slowly adapted to its own (generally unfathomable) purposes. It begins its life as the
physical (wired) network infrastructure before subsuming wireless and cellular communications as
well. Eventually, It acquires total mastery of the ‘Internet of Everything’ (the ‘Internet of Things’ projected
a small number of years into the future) and causes huge, albeit random, damage.
Crucially, though, Grout quite deliberately offers no insight into the workings of Its ‘mind’.
Although It is almost immeasurably powerful (its peripherals are effectively everything on Earth:
human transport, communications, climate control, life-support, weaponry, etc.), it remains throughout
no more than embryonic in its sophistication, even its intelligence. If it can be considered brain-like, it
is a brain in the very earliest stages of development. It is undoubtedly conscious in the sense that it
has acquired an independent control imperative, and, as the story unfolds, there is clear evidence of
learning: at least, becoming familiar with its own structure and (considerable) capabilities, but in no
sense could this be confused with being ‘clever’. There is no human attempt to communicate with It and
not the slightest suggestion that this could be possible. Although It eventually wipes out a considerable
fraction of life on Earth, it is unlikely that it understands any of this in any conventional sense. It is
as much simply a ‘powered nervous system’ as it is a brain. Conscious [44] is only a story, of course,
but, as a model, if actual consciousness could indeed be achieved without real intelligence (perhaps it
requires merely a simple numerical threshold, neural complexity, for example, to be reached) then it
would be difficult to make any confident assertions regarding AI or AGI.
3.5. Models of ‘Consciousness’
Grout’s framework for a conscious Internet is essentially a variant of the philosophical principle
of panpsychism [56]. (Although ‘true’ panpsychism suggests some level of universal consciousness in
both living and non-living things, Grout’s model suggests a need for external ‘power’ or ‘fuel’ and an
essential ‘tipping point’, neural complexity here, at which consciousness either happens or becomes
observable.) The focus of any panpsychic model is essentially based on hardware. However, as with
Sawyer’s model of a large software-based AI, for all we really know of any of this, it is as credible as
any other.
As with ‘intelligence’, there are almost as many models of ‘consciousness’ [53] as there are
researchers in the field. However, loosely grouping the main themes together [57], allows us to make a
final, hopefully interesting, point. To this end, the following could perhaps be considered the main
‘types’ of explanations of where consciousness come from:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Consciousness is simply the result of neural complexity. Build something with a big enough
‘brain’ and it will acquire consciousness. There is possibly some sort of critical neural mass
and/or degree of complexity/connectivity for this to happen.
Similar to 1 but the ‘brain’ needs energy. It needs power (food, fuel, electricity, etc.) to make it
work (Grout’s ‘model’ [44]).
Similar to 2 but with some symbiosis. A physical substrate is needed to carry signals of a
particular type. The relationship between the substrate and signals (hardware and software)
takes a particular critical form (maybe the two are indistinguishable) and we have yet to fully
grasp this.
Similar to 3 but there is a biological requirement. Consciousness is the preserve of carbon life
forms, perhaps. How and/or why we do not yet understand, and it is conceivable that we may
not be able to.
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A particular form of 4. Consciousness is somehow separate from the underlying hardware but
still cannot exist without it (Sawyer’s ‘model’ [41–43]?).
Extending 5. Consciousness is completely separate from the body and could exist independently.
Dependent on more fundamental beliefs, we might call it a ‘soul’.
Taking 6 to the limit? Consciousness, the soul, comes from God.

Firstly, before dismissing any of these models out-of-hand, we should perhaps reflect that, if
pressed, a non-negligible fraction of the world’s population would adopt each of them (which is
relevant if we consider attitudes towards AI). Secondly, each is credible in two respects: (1) they are
logically and separately non-contradictory and (2) the human brain, which we assume to deliver
consciousness, could (for all we know) be modelled by any of them. In considering each of these loose
explanations, we need to rise above pre-conceptions based on belief (or lack of). In fact, it may be more
instructive to look at patterns. With this in mind, these different broad models of consciousness can be
viewed as being in sequence in two senses:

•
•

In a simple sense, they (Models 1–7) could be considered as ranging from the ‘ultra-scientific’ to
the ‘ultra-spiritual’.
Increasingly sophisticated machinery will progressively (in turn) achieve some of these.
1 and 2 may be trivial, 3 a distinct possibility, and 4 is difficult to assert. After that, it would appear
to get more challenging. In a sense, we might disprove each model by producing a machine that
satisfied the requirements at each stage, yet failed to ‘wake up’.

However, the simplicity of the first ‘progression’ is spoilt by adding ‘pure’ panpsychism and the
second by Turing himself.
Firstly, if we add the pure panpsychism model as a new item zero in the list:
Everything in the universe has consciousness to some extent, even the apparently inanimate:
humans are simply poor when it comes to recognizing this, then this fits nicely before (as a simpler
version of) 1 whilst, simultaneously, the panpsychic notion of a ‘universal consciousness’ looks very
much like an extension of 9. (It closely matches some established religions.) The list becomes cyclic
and notions of ‘scientific’ vs. ‘spiritual’ are irreparably muddled.
Secondly, whatever an individual’s initial position on all of this, Turing’s original 1950 paper [45]
could perhaps challenge it . . .
3.6. A Word of Caution . . . for Everyone
In suggesting (loosely) that some form of A(G)I might be possible, Turing anticipated ‘objections’
in a variety of forms. The first, he represented thus:
“The Theological Objection: Thinking is a function of man’s immortal soul. God has given an
immortal soul to every man and woman, but not to any other animal or to machines. Hence no animal
or machine can think.”
He then dealt with this robustly as follows:
“I am unable to accept any part of this, but will attempt to reply in theological terms. I should find the
argument more convincing if animals were classed with men, for there is a greater difference, to my
mind, between the typical animate and the inanimate than there is between man and the other animals.
. . . It appears to me that the argument quoted above implies a serious restriction of the omnipotence
of the Almighty. It is admitted that there are certain things that He cannot do such as making one
equal to two, but should we not believe that He has freedom to confer a soul on an elephant if He
sees fit? We might expect that He would only exercise this power in conjunction with a mutation
which provided the elephant with an appropriately improved brain to minister to the needs of this sort.
An argument of exactly similar form may be made for the case of machines. It may seem different
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because it is more difficult to ‘swallow’. But this really only means that we think it would be less
likely that He would consider the circumstances suitable for conferring a soul. . . . In attempting to
construct such machines we should not be irreverently usurping His power of creating souls, any
more than we are in the procreation of children: rather we are, in either case, instruments of His will
providing mansions for the souls that He creates.”
Turing is effectively saying (to ‘believers’), ‘Who are you to tell God how His universe works?’
This is a significant observation in a wider context, however. Turing’s caution, although clearly
derived from a position of unequivocal atheism, can perhaps be considered as a warning to any of us
who have already decided what is possible or impossible in regard to A(G)I, then expect emerging
scientific (or other) awareness to support us. That is not the way anything works; neither science nor
God are extensions of ourselves: they will not rally to support our intellectual cause because we ask
them to. It makes no difference what domain we work in; whether it is (any field of) science or God, or
both, that we believe in, it is that that will decide what can and cannot be done, not us.
In fact, we could at least tentatively propose the notion that, ultimately, this is something we
cannot understand. There is nothing irrational about this: most scientific disciplines from pure
mathematics [58], through computer science [59] to applied physics [60] have known results akin to
‘incompleteness theorems’. We are entirely reconciled to the acceptance that, starting from known
science, there are things that cannot be reached by human means: propositions that cannot be proved,
problems that cannot be solved, measurements that cannot be taken, etc. However, with a median
predicted date little more than 20 years away [22], can the reality of the TS really be one of these
undecidables? How? Well, perhaps we may simply never get to find out . . .
4. The Wider View: Ethics, Economics, Politics, the Fermi Paradox and Some Conclusions
The ‘Fermi Paradox’ (FP) [61] can be paraphrased as asking, on the cascaded assumptions that
there are a quasi-infinite number of planets in the universe, with a non-negligible, and therefore still
extremely large, number of them supporting life, why have none of them succeeded in producing
civilizations sufficiently technologically advanced to make contact with us? Many answers are
proposed [62] from the perhaps extremes of ‘there isn’t any: we’re alone in the universe’ to suggestions of
‘there has been contact: they’re already here, we just haven’t noticed’, etc.
It could be argued or implied, however, that the considerable majority of possible solutions to the
FP suggest that the TS has not happened on any other planet in the universe. Whatever, the technological
limitations of its ‘natural’ inhabitants may have been, whatever may or may not have happened to them
(survival or otherwise) following their particular TS, whatever physical constraints and limitations
they were unable to overcome, their new race(s) of intelligent machines, evolving at approaching an
infinite rate, would surely be visible by now. As they do not appear to be, we are forced into a limited
number of possible conclusions. Perhaps the machines have no desire to make contact (not even with
the other machines they presumably know must exist elsewhere) but, again, this (machine motivation)
is simply unknown territory for us. Perhaps these TSs are genuinely impossible for all the reasons
discussed here and elsewhere [63]. Or perhaps their respective natural civilizations never get quite
that far.
4.1. Will We Get to See the TS?
This, indeed, is an FP explanation gaining traction as our political times look more uncertain and
our technological ability to destroy ourselves increases on all fronts. It has been suggested [64] that it
may be a natural (and unavoidable) fate of advanced civilizations that they self-destruct before they are
capable of long-distance space travel or communication. Perhaps this inevitable doom also prevents
any TS? We should probably not discount this theory lightly. Aside from the obvious weaponry and
the environmental damage being done, we have other, on the surface, more mundane, factors at work.
Social media’s ability, for example, to threaten privacy, spread hatred, strew false information, cause
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division, etc., or the spectre of mass unemployment through automation, could all destabilize society
to crisis point.
Technology has the ability to deliver a utopian future for humanity (with or without the TS
occurring) but it almost certainly will not, essentially because it will always be put to work within a
framework in which the primary driving force is profit [65]. A future in which intelligent machines
do all the work for us could be good for everyone; but for it to be, fundamental political-economic
structures would have to change, and there is no evidence that they are going to. (Whether ‘not
working’ for a human is a good thing has nothing to do with the technology that made their work
unnecessary but the economic framework everything operates under. If nothing changes, ‘not working’
will be socially unpleasant, as it is now: technology cannot change that, but there could soon be more
out of work than in.) Under the current political-economic arrangement, nothing really happens for
the general good, whatever public-facing veneer may be applied to the profit-centric system. However,
such inequality and division may eventually (possibly even quickly) lead to conflict? The framework
itself, however, appears to be very stable so it may be that it preserves itself to the bitter end. All in all,
the outlook is a bleak one. Perhaps the practical existence of the TS is genuinely unknowable because
it lies just beyond any civilization’s self-destruct point, so it can never be reached?
4.2. Can We Really Understand the TS?
Coming back to more Earthly and scientific matters, we should also, before ending, note
something essential regarding evolution itself: it is imperfect [66]. The evolutionary process is,
in effect, a sophisticated local-search optimization algorithm (variants are applied to current solutions
in the hope of finding better ones in terms of a defined objective). The objective (for biological species,
at least) is survival and the variable parameters are these species’ characteristics. The evolutionary
algorithm can never guarantee ‘perfection’ since it can only look (for each successive generation) at
relatively small changes in its variables (mutations). As Richard Dawkins puts it [67] in attempting to
deal with the question of ‘why don’t animals have wheels?’
“Sudden, precipitous change is an option for engineers, but in wild nature the summit of Mount
Improbable can be reached only if a gradual ramp upwards from a given starting point can be found.
The wheel may be one of those cases where the engineering solution can be seen in plain view, yet be
unattainable in evolution because it lies the other side of a deep valley, cutting unbridgeably across the
massif of Mount Improbable.”
Therefore, advanced machines, seeking evolutionary improvements, may not achieve perfection.
Does this mean they will remain constrained (and ‘content’) with imperfection or will/can they find
a better optimization process? There are certainly optimization algorithms superior to local-search
(often somewhat cyclically employing techniques we might loosely refer to as AI) and this/these
new races(s) of superior machines might realistically have both the processing power and logic to
find them. In the sense we generally apply the term, machines may not evolve at all: they may do
something better. There may or may not be the same objective. Millions of years of evolution could,
perhaps, be bypassed by a simple calculation? However, whatever happens, the chances of us being
able to understand it are minimal.
4.3. Therefore, Can the TS Really Happen?
Returning finally to the main discussion, if we persist in insisting that the TS can only arise from
the evolution of AI to AGI, or worse that machines have to achieve self-awareness for this to happen
then we are beset by difficulties: we really have little idea what this really means so a judgement on
whether it can happen is next to impossible. There are credible arguments [68] that machines can
never achieve the same form of intelligence as humans and that Turing’s models [41] are simplistic
in this respect. If both the AGI requirement for the TS and its (AGI’s) impossibility to achieve are
simultaneously correct then, trivially, the TS cannot happen. However, if the TS can result simply from
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the conjunction of increasingly complex, but fully-understood, technological processes, then perhaps
it can: and a model of what this might look like in practical terms is, not only possible but, independent
of definitions of intelligence. Finally, other predictions of various crises in humanity’s relationship with
technology and its wider impact [65] within the framework of existing social, economic and political
practice could yet render the debate academic.
However, in many ways, the real take home message is that many of us are not on the same page
here. We use terms and discuss concepts freely with no standardization as to what they mean; we make
assumptions in our self-contained logic based on axioms we do not share. Whether across different
academic disciplines, wider fields of interest, or simply as individuals, we have to face up to some
uncomfortable facts in a very immediate sense: that many of us are not discussing the same questions.
On that basis it is hardly surprising that we seem to be coming to different conclusions. If, as appears to
be the case, a majority of (say) neuroscientists think the TS cannot happen and a majority of computer
scientists think it can then, assuming an equivalent distribution of intelligence and abilities over those
disciplines, clearly they are not visioning the same event. We need to talk.
One final thought though, an admission really, as this paper has been written, probably in common
with many others in a similar vein, by a middle-aged man having worked through a few decades of
technological development: sometimes with appetite, but at other times with horror . . . could this
possibly be just a ‘generational thing’? Just as Bertrand Russell [69] noted that philosophers themselves
are products of, and therefore guided by, their position and period, futurologists are unlikely to be
(at best) any better. This may yet all make more sense to generations to come. There is no better way to
conclude a paper, considering uncertain futures and looking to extend thought boundaries through
sci-fi, than to leave the final word to Douglas Adams [70].
“I’ve come up with a set of rules that describe our reactions to technologies:
1.
2.
3.

Anything that is in the world when you’re born is normal and ordinary and is just a natural
part of the way the world works.
Anything that’s invented between when you’re fifteen and thirty-five is new and exciting and
revolutionary and you can probably get a career in it.
Anything invented after you’re thirty-five is against the natural order of things.”
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